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The Laws of Agency can be very confusing.  Until very recently, 
most real estate transactions involved two agents who legally 
worked for the party that was paying the commission and in most 
cases, this was the seller.  Buyers, however, have the option to 

enter into a Buyer’s Brokerage Agreement that enables the real estate associate to 
work directly for the Buyer even though the agent may be compensated by the 
Seller in the transaction.  Your associate will provide you with a detailed description 
of Agency which will outline your alternatives.  This document is extremely critical 
and is a requirement of the Oregon Real Estate Commission.  If there is any 
confusion, you should seek legal advice. 

REALTORS® comply with the Fair Housing Laws, Rules and Regulations and as 
such will not condone or participate in any discriminatory practices of any kind.  
The law is very simple, REALTORS® do NOT discriminate in any way in regards 
to the listing, sale or rental of real estate.  An Owner who selects a REALTOR® 
to market their property recognizes that REALTORS® are doing so in accordance 
with Fair Housing Laws. As such, prospective purchasers who are otherwise 
qualified to look at properties will be shown properties regardless of race, color, 
religion, sex, age, familial status, etc.  Sellers who list with a REALTOR® also 
must adhere to the Fair Housing Laws of the United States and Oregon. A Seller 
may not refuse to sell or rent their property based upon race, color, religion, sex, 
age, or familial status of the prospective purchasers or tenants. 



How valuable is a yard sign?  Yard signs nationwide 
account for a significant percentage of all sales.  The yard 
sign not only helps prospective buyers to locate available 
properties, it also helps other real estate persons to be 
aware of the properties on the market. 
 

 
Must I elect to utilize a yard sign? 
 
No . . . but!  Yard signs are NOT required.  However, to deprive your agent of one 
of the most valuable tools is similar to asking a surgeon to perform surgery without 
the proper instruments.  Not only are yard signs strongly encouraged, their use is 
considered essential to properly marketing the property. 

Code of Honesty,Code of Honesty,Code of Honesty,Code of Honesty,    
Good Faith & FairGood Faith & FairGood Faith & FairGood Faith & Fair    

DealingDealingDealingDealing    

Realty Solutions, LLC associates believes adverse splits work in direct conflict with 
the best interests of Sellers and Buyers.  An adverse commission split results when a 
real estate company offers cooperating real estate brokers anything less than a 
competitive commission as an encouragement to sell a property.  Therefore, Realty 
Solutions, LLC associates subscribe to a Code of Honesty, Good Faith & Fair 
Dealing.  The Codes provide assurances to Sellers and Buyers and to eliminate even 
the inference that either Realty Solutions, LLC or its associates would adopt, 
endorse, condone or reciprocate with adverse splits or any other undisclosed practice 
that conflicts with the best interest of Buyers and Sellers.  In this regard, Realty Solu-
tions, LLC associates agree to offer to all other offices the same compensation for 
their assistance in locating a ready, willing and able Buyer for the Seller’s property, no 
exceptions, and that the compensation offered will be attractive, competitive and at a 
level reasonably calculated to encourage other agents to bring all interested and 
qualified Buyers to see the property and to work diligently to make a sale, all as part of 
a good faith effort to bring about the earliest sale on the best terms available and with 
the minimum of inconvenience. 

YardYardYardYard S S S Signsignsignsigns    



WHICH ONE 
WOULD 
YOU  
BUY? 

HomeHomeHomeHome W W W Warrantyarrantyarrantyarranty P P P Planslanslanslans    
 
There are several home warranty plans available in today’s real estate market.  
They are all different yet are very similar in the way they apply to homes.  
Warranties can be purchased by either the Buyer or the Seller.  In those cases 
where the Seller purchases a Warranty Plan, the plan would cover those specified 
items within the home during the period the home is made available for sale.  
Such items are built-in appliances, hot water heater, plumbing, etc. Should they 
fail during the listing period, they would be eligible for repair or replacement with 
a small deductible owed by the Seller.  The cost of the actual plan is paid at 
closing.  In other words, no money is paid towards the cost of the plan until the 
property is sold and closes (except for any deductibles due on repairs during the 
listing period).  The Seller plan has certain limitation that apply during the listing 
period, e.g., heater and air conditioner MAY NOT be covered items.  They are 
usually covered for the Buyer after closing.  Each plan is slightly different and 
therefore the plans should be read very carefully. 
 
In the event a Seller elects NOT to provide a warranty, a purchaser can obtain 
one.  The plan has the same deductible and covers the purchaser for up to one 
year after closing.  Some of the plans have renewable options that may apply at 
the owners discretion.  The actual provisions of the plan are too complex to list - 
read the policy carefully.  If you have any questions, please consult your warranty 
provider.  Once a Seller elects to participate in the program, the program 
CANNOT be negotiated out of any agreement to purchase. 
 
A Home Warranty can help eliminate any hard feelings when a Buyer closes on a 
home and days or weeks later has a major appliance failure.  Did the Buyer know 
or not know that it would fail?  Statistics have shown that homes with warranties 
tend to get higher prices than homes without a warranty.  Which one would you 
buy; a home with a warranty or a home without? 

HOME WARRANTY 



“And this is the bathroom . . “ or 
SHOWING THE PROPERTY 

 
Showing the property is the most critical of phases of home buying yet the most 
often under emphasized.  A well cared for, neat and attractive home will sell more 
quickly than an uncared for home.  The following are but a few suggestions on 
preparing your home for showing: 

 

HOT STUFF 
Forty Tips For A Faster Sale  

 
1.  Reduce clutter. Sort through closets, drawers, and storage areas. Toss what you 
can, organize the rest. If you have too much furniture in your home, put some pieces 
in storage to make a better first impression. 

2.  Clean. Not only should your home be spotless, it must be clean. Apply elbow 
grease and strong cleansers to surfaces inside and outside your home. Clean the 
window sills. Consider painting if cleaning doesn’t do the job. 

3.  Sparkling windows are a signal to buyers that you care about your home. Clean 
your interior and exterior windows. Repair cracked panes, torn screens, broken 
sashes, and ropes or cords. Whenever your home is being shown, open your curtains 
to let the light in - especially if the view is nice. 

 

 



4.  Make minor repairs. Tighten loose knobs, fix leaky faucets and discolored sinks, 
lubricate squeaky hinges, clean out clogged drains, replace filters, secure loose shingles, 
fix holes in screens, tighten loose banisters, repair doors, door knobs and remove 
stains.Clean all curtains and draperies; shampoo rugs and wax floors. 

5.  Arrange furniture to make each room appear larger. 

6.  Make sure all lighting fixtures work. Add new bulbs with the highest wattage 
allowed for each fixture to make your room seem brighter. 

7.  Appeal to the senses. Create an aroma during the open house. Burn candles or 
potpourri, boil a pot of cinnamon sticks, or put a dab of vanilla on cold lightbulbs 
before turning them on. If you have pets or if someone in your home smokes, the 
odors can linger and lessen your home’s appeal. You might not notice these smells if 
you live with them every day, but an unchanged cat box or an ashtray filled with 
cigarette butts can mean your home will get no further attention. 

8.  Gussy up the front entrance. A coat of paint on the door; brass accents such as 
house numbers, a door knob, and a kick plat; and pruned bushes and blooming plants 
can help your home make a good first impression. 

9.  Make sure your doorbell works. 

10.  Paint. Light, neutral colors such as beige, white, off-white, or gray have a broader 
appeal and can make small rooms seem larger and airier. If you have dated wallpaper, 
remove the paper and paint the walls. Choose premium quality paint. Caulk and fill 
nail holes before painting. 

11.  Repair a leaky roof, and then paint over any water marks on the ceiling. Don’t 
paint to hide a problem, always fix and then paint. 

12.  Repair a wet basement as applicable. The problem can be as easy to fix as 
installing covers over window wells. If the moisture problem calls for more extensive 
repairs and you are not able to make them, be prepared to explain the problem to a 
buyer. Don’t try to cover up the signs of a wet basement. 

13.  Exterminate. One bug, dead or alive, can make a bad impression on a buyer.  
Call in a professional to rid your home of insects, and allow time for the smell of the 
pesticide to disappear before showing your home. 

14.  Organize the kitchen. Clear off the counters. Add drawer organizers to suggest 
efficient use of space. Store seldom-used small appliances and large baking pans. 

 



15.  Update the bath. If cleaning and painting can’t make a dingy bath dynamite, 
consider replacing the vanity and sink, installing a new floor covering, or resurfacing a 
stained bathtub. Even a new shower curtain or toilet seat can work wonders. 

16.  If you have a deck, patio, porch, or other outdoor entertainment area such as a 
pool or hot tub, make the most of them. Keep these areas, as well as your backyard, 
clean and clutter-free, put debris in covered trash cans. 

17.  Install outdoor lighting that properly illuminates your entrances, walkways,  
and drive. Turn on all those outdoor lights when your home is being shown. 

18.  Put potted flowering plants by the front door. Give shutters a fresh coat of paint. 
A window box full of flowers is an inexpensive way to add an accent of color to your 
home’s exterior. 

19.  Buy a new doormat. 

20.  Pick up tools and toys from the yard. Put garbage cans in the garage and shut the 
door. Make sure the garage is swept, and try to remove any stains from the floor. 

21.  Paint your mailbox and lamppost. 

22.  Clean gutters and downspouts. Straighten and paint if necessary. 

23.  Depending on the season, hose down the house, walkway, and drive at least once 
a week. 

24.  Repair cracks and pull weeds from walkways and the drive. 

25.  Carpeting has a major impact on the look of your home. If yours is badly worn, 
outdated or stained, consider replacing it. 

26.  Hardwood floors add to the beauty and value of a home and deserve special 
attention. If you live in an older home, check for hardwood floors under the 
carpeting. You may be able to pull up the carpeting and refinish by simply cleaning 
and waxing the floors to create a classic fresh look. 

27.  Ask a friend to care for your pets or take them to the kennel when your home is 
being shown. Park your camper boat, or extra car at another location. 

28.  Buy or cut fresh flowers for a dramatic arrangement in any room. 

 

 



29.  Take a picture - it will last longer. If your home is surrounded by flowering or 
fruit-bearing trees, low-maintenance landscapes, and herbal or flower gardens, be sure 
to take pictures when everything is in full bloom. Photographs are proof of the 
breathtaking view of your lawn and garden and tell prospective buyers the full story 
of your home - no matter the season. 

30.  Edge between your lawn, drive and walkways. 

31.  Remove dead leaves, limbs, and other debris from lawn. 

32.  Trim trees and hedges. Prune evergreens and shrubs. 

33.  Put fresh mulch around trees, shrubs, or hedges. 

34.  Put away lawn equipment and gardening tools. 

35. Make sure the exterior paint and siding are in good condition, and that the roof, 
gutters, and spouts are in good repair. 

36.  Weed and cultivate flower gardens. 

27.  Repair fences and gates, and give them a fresh coat of paint if necessary. 

38.  Mow your lawn. For more lushness, be sure to water, mow, and fertilize it 
regularly. Remove dandelions and other weeds that are visible. A good rule of thumb 
for mowing is to never cut off more than one-third of the blade at one time. For 
example, if the recommended height is 2 inches, mow when your grass is 3 inches. 

39.  If you are an absentee seller, make arrangements for lawn care. 

40.  Clean all curtains and draperies; shampoo rugs and wax floors. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember, 
You only get one 

chance to make a first 
impression! 



Talk 

Don’tDon’tDon’tDon’t T T T Talkalkalkalk T T T Toooo B B B Buyersuyersuyersuyers    
OROROROR    

BuyersBuyersBuyersBuyers A A A Agentsgentsgentsgents!!!! 
You hired a REALTOR® to handle the sale of your property including the 
negotiation of purchase agreements.  Your REALTOR® represents YOU!  This is 
extremely vital to remember in the sale of your property.  Other REALTORS® 
showing your property most likely will be representing the Buyer.  Therefore, 
information that you provide directly to prospective Buyers or the Buyer’s Agent 
could in fact be used against you in negotiating a purchase agreement. 
 
For example, if you are moving out of the area and are on a tight schedule to do so, 
this information could be used by a skillful buyer’s agent to negotiate a lower sales 
price knowing that you have to leave the area in the very near future.  The same 
applies to financial trouble, pending divorce or any type of a “forced sale”. 
 
Your agent will ask that you complete a Property Disclosure Statement or a Property 
Disclaimer or in some cases a Property Exemption.  A disclosure is a 3 page  
Yes and no questionnaire giving you the opportunity to answer questions and provide 
information on the property.  A disclaimer is a 1 page document that gives you the 
opportunity to disclose any material defects and does not ask any additional questions.  
A property exemption is for properties the seller has not occupied such as a bank, 
rental property or an inherited property.  You are required to disclose all known de-
fects in a property.  The disclosure, disclaimer or exemption is given to the buyer. DO 
NOT DISCUSS THE PROPERTY! 



MULTIPLE LISTING 
SERVICE 

All properties listed for sale or rent will be placed in the Multiple Listing Service, 
hereinafter referred to as the MLS.  This could be a critical element in helping to 
insure a quick sale.  Beware, not all real estate companies are members of the 
computerized MLS.  The MLS enables all participating members to access 
information on all properties listed with the service by means of an on-line computer 
terminal.  Your property will be immediately placed into the MLS system. 
 
Another feature of the MLS system is the “Lock Box” system which with the owners 
permission, authorizes the listing agent to place a lock box that contains a key to 
property somewhere on the home. ONLY QUALIFIED REALTORS® HAVE 
ACCESS TO THE LOCK BOX. 
 
AS AN OWNER, ARE YOU REQUIRED TO USE A LOCK BOX?  NO!  
However, owners must understand that their election NOT to use a lock box could 
and probably will adversely affect the number of possible buyers from viewing their 
property. 
 
LOCK BOXES WILL BE PLACED ON PROPERTIES ONLY WITH THE 
OWNERS SPECIFIC PERMISSION!  On rental properties, both the owner and 
the tenant must approve the use of a lock box. 
 
REALTORS® show properties in one of several ways: 
 
 a. Lock Box, property vacant 
 b. Lock Box, call owner first 
 c. Appointment Only 
 d. Key Pickup 
 e. Call listing agent for details 
 
The first two methods are understandably the easiest methods to show property.  The 
appointment method is also relatively simple as long as someone is home.  The key 
pickup method is extremely time consuming and oftentimes prevents or discourages 
properties from being shown when there are similar properties available not requiring 
the extra step.  “Call Listing Agent” should be avoided because it relies entirely upon 
the availability of the listing agent. 



SELLER’S 
BEWARE! 

 
Not All People 
Are Honest! 

Whenever a homeowner places a property on the market for sale or rent, they should 
endeavor to protect their valuables AND to make sure the premise and contents have 
adequate insurance coverage.  This is true whether a lock box is used or not.  It is 
paramount that owners fully understand that neither the listing broker, any agent 
affiliated with the Broker, any Buyer’s Agent nor the Association of REALTORS® or 
the MLS service is an insurer against the loss of an owners personal property. 
 
Homeowners, regardless of whether they are selling their property or not, should 
make an accurate inventory of personal belongings.  This is essential should the need 
arise to make an insurance claim.  Each item should be recorded as to it date of 
purchase and approximate cost and should include serial numbers and model 
numbers where applicable.  Placing your home on the market for sale is an excellent 
time to update this inventory.  In this regard, you may obtain a computer software 
program free of charge from your agent that is designed to maintain a household 
inventory.  Any record is better than no record.  Take photographs or better, take a 
video tape inventory of your home and furnishings with a narrative as to value. 
 
STORE THIS INFORMATION SOMEWHERE OTHER THAN IN THE 
HOME.  The information will be of little use if it is destroyed or stolen. 



CONTRACT 
NEGOTIATIONS 

When an offer is received, the listing REALTOR® will be notified by telephone, in 
person or by FAX by the Selling REALTOR®.  Contracts may be negotiated in 
person, over the phone or via FAX.  Sellers and Buyers SHOULD READ ALL 
CONTRACTS BEFORE SIGNING. 
 
Your associate will call to set up an appointment to present the contract to you.  If 
the property is officially recorded with more than one owner indicated, all owners 
must sign the purchase agreement.  In reviewing contracts, remember, neither good 
or bad economic times last.  In bad economic times, offers to purchase routinely 
come in “low” whereas in good economic times, offers are closer to the asking price.  
DO NOT BE OFFENDED BY ANY OFFER RECEIVED.  Be offended by 
Buyers who tour your property and DON’T submit an offer.  There are four 
responses that can be made on an offer to purchase: 
 
 a. ACCEPTANCE.  Unconditional, congratulations, you sold your  
  home. 
 
 b. REJECTION.  Unconditional, unfortunately, your home is still on  
             the market. 
 
 c. COUNTER OFFER.  This occurs when some but not all terms are 
  acceptable, you may wish to amend the offer to reflect terms more  
  acceptable to you.  
 
 d. NO ACTION.  If no action is taken on a contract on or before the  
  specified time for expiration, it is considered as REJECTED, even  
  though it may contain no signatures. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  Whenever ANY change is made on a contract, that 
contract as originally written no longer exists and the contract as amended is now 
your “offer to sell” to the Buyer.  Once a change is made, no matter how slight, the 
Buyer has absolutely no obligation or responsibility regarding the original contract. 



“We really want the property, but . . .” 
 

Predicated Offers 
 
Oftentimes Buyers must sell a property in order to obtain sufficient cash to purchase 
your property.  This may also apply to you in purchasing your next home.  While 
predicated offers may require the selling of another property, they may also occur 
when “something” must happen before the actual sale can be consummated. 
 
When this situation occurs, Buyers may submit an Agreement to Purchase with an 
“open” or “closed” predication clause.  This simply means they agree to purchase 
your home at some future date BUT ONLY when their present home sells or some 
other event takes place (like liquidating bonds; insurance settlement, cashing in an 
IRA, etc). 
 
An “Open” predication means your home will continue to be shown and marketed.  
In the event a subsequent offer is received, the original Buyer will be notified verbally 
and in writing and be asked to either remove the predication and proceed with the 
sale or to cancel the original purchase agreement, thus permitting you to sell your 
home to the second Buyer.  Most predicated purchase agreements contain a 48 or 72 
hour notification procedure meaning that the Buyer has 48 or 72 hours in which to 
remove the predication or cancel the agreement.  These are commonplace. 
 
A “Closed” predication means that you are to take your home off the market and 
agree not to consider any subsequent offers except in a “back-up” situation.  Closed 
predication offers are rare. 
 
A predicated offer tends to take someone who specifically wants to purchase your 
home “off the street and out of the market place”.  In other words, they are not free 
to write an offer on another home unless they can get a release from your agreement.  
A predicated offer may assist you in negotiating a contract on your next home when 
there is already a tentative Buyer for your present home.  
 
Buyers who have only a few days in which to make a buying decision oftentimes do 
not have sufficient time to wait the required number of days/hours for an answer and 
therefore do not look at homes with predications pending. 
 

 
 
 



Multiple Offers 
 
You should be so lucky!  Unfortunately, multiple offers also present unusual 
problems. 
 
A multiple offer situation occurs when more than one offer is received at the 
same time on a property.  This does happen especially in a “booming” market.  It 
becomes doubly confusing when one of the offers is submitted by your listing or 
marketing associate. 
 
When multiple offers are received, your associate will present them in the same 
order that they were received.  If your associate was one of the associates who 
wrote an offer on the property, someone from the Brokerage will present the 
offer to avoid any conflict of interest.  You may elect to work with any one of the 
offers.   
 
The important thing to remember, is that you have only one property to sell and 
therefore you are not in a position to work more than one contract at the same 
time.  However, because of the expiration dates/times on purchase agreements, it 
is sometimes possible to work one contract until completion or exhaustion, while 
another contract remains open or valid because of the difference in expiration 
time/date. 
 
Your associate will notify all submitting agents that they are in a multiple contract 
situation.  This action will enable all associates to contact the prospective 
purchasers in order that they can make decision based on all facts and review 
their position as they deem appropriate.  In multiple offer situations, a prudent 
selling associate will immediately contact the prospective Buyer and suggest that 
they submit their final and best offer, otherwise their offer may not even gain 
consideration. 



WHO PAYS FOR WHAT? 
 
The following is provided for general information purposes only.  This chart is based 
on who NORMALLY pays specific costs.  X = Buyer or Seller; E = Either the Buyer 
or the Seller; and B = Both the Buyer and the Seller. 
 
ITEM      BUYER  SELLER 
 
Down Payment         X 
Deposit          X 
Discount Points         X 
Origination Fee         X 
Loan Application Fee         X 
Appraisal Fee          X          
Survey Fee          X 
Escrow Fee          B                 B 
Title Search/Abstract         X 
Recordation Fees         X          
Lender’s Title Insurance                 X 
Owner’s Title Insurance                                             X 
Homeowner’s Warranty Plan        E         E 
Real Estate Commission        E         E 
Pest Inspection        X          
FHA/VA Underwriting Fee                                             X 
VA Funding Fee*         E                                   E 
Homeowners Insurance        X 
Pre-Paid Taxes/Insurance        X 
 
Note (*)  The VA Funding fee can actually be paid up front by either the Buyer or the 
Seller or the Buyer may “roll” the fee into the loan amount and pay it back over the 
life of the mortgage. 
 

Taxes 
 
As you are aware, property taxes have become an integral part of home ownership.  
Specifically, property taxes must be paid in order to effect a transfer of ownership.  
Oregon property tax is posted as a lien on July 1st of each year and is billed in 
October.  Payments are due in November.  The closing agent will prorate the Tax 
Accordingly.   
 
     



SOLDSOLDSOLDSOLD    
IT’S SOLD, NOW WHAT? 
 
The acceptance of a contract is only the beginning.  There are separate and 
distinctively different requirements for both the Buyers and the Sellers.  The 
following is a partial list representing the Seller’s requirements: 
 
____ It is never too soon to begin planning your move.  Contact moving company 
representatives as soon as possible.  This is especially true in the summer months or 
when you expect to move around holidays. 
 
____ If you have not done so, begin the selection process for your new home.  
Your associate can assist you locally or world-wide with Relocation Services. 
 
____ Not much happens during the first twenty or so days when a Buyer requires a 
mortgage.  The loan process can take up to 45 days or longer during “booming” 
markets. 
 
____ Not long after initial loan application, your associate will make an 
appointment to have the appraiser review your property. 
 
____ Normally a home inspection will be conducted as soon as possible.   
 
____ Almost all contracts specify that the Buyer has inspection rights.  This can 
take the form of a walk-through or a complete home inspection by an independent 
inspection service.  Inspections are normally at the expense of the Buyer and should 
be conducted as soon as possible.  You need to make your home available for the 
inspection process. 
 
____ Notify utility companies, post office, telephone company, friends, relatives, 
creditors, magazine and newspaper subscriptions of your change of address.  It is 
critical that you also notify your bank/mortgage company in the event your mortgage 
payments are being debited electronically. 
 
____ Be ready to vacate your home prior to closing. 



“So how much does 

it cost to work with 

Realty Solutions?” 

“You mean if you 

do or if you don’t” 

No Brainer! 

There is a cost . . . 

 
 

Regardless of which real estate company or real estate 
broker you ultimately select, there is a cost! 

 
When looking for someone to market your home you 

Should ask the following questions. 
#1  Does the agent offer a GUARANTEE OF SERVICES? 

#2  Is the agent Full Time? 
#3  Does the agent have references and/or testimonials? 

#4  Does the agent have a marketing plan? 
#5  Is the agent a member of the Multiple Listing Service? 
#6   Does the agent have a computer and can they use it? 

#7  How long has the agent been in the business? 
#8  Does the agent have additional education and designations? 
#9  Can the agent provide a comprehensive market analysis? 
#10  Do you like the agent and feel they are trustworthy? 



Kids Move Too! 

Moving is well known to be a traumatic experience.  Families leave memories, 
friends, relations and activities.  And while most of these can be replaced by new 
friends, memories, and activities, the move becomes no less traumatic. 
 
Oftentimes the concerns and fears of the children are overlooked when families 
move to a new location.  A move is especially hard on teenagers or youngsters 
who have a passion for a sporting activity, social club involvement or who 
participates in one of the various art forms.  Teenagers and young adults are 
asked to leave their budding romances, their high school and college activities and 
to some extent abandon their personal dreams and ambitions. 
 
It is paramount to include the children in the initial planning stage of a family 
relocation.  Get them involved in the decision process.  Ask your real estate 
associate to obtain information for the children that may ease their fears. 
 
When searching for that perfect home, it is wise to involve the young adults of 
the family.  Infants and very young children can sometimes hinder your search for 
a home because they quickly grow impatient and you may want to find a sitter 
during house hunting visits. 
 
Remember, kids move too and they oftentimes require very special attention 
during this traumatic time of their lives. 


